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ABSTRACT

The lack of regulation of the production of pornography in the United States leaves pornography performers exposed to substantial risks. Producers of pornography typically respond to attempts to regulate pornography as infringements upon free speech. At the same time, large corporations involved in the production and sale of pornography rely on copyright law's complex regulatory framework to protect their pornographic content from copying and unauthorized distribution. Web 2.0 also facilitates the production and distribution of pornography by individuals. These user-generators produce their own pornography, often looking to monetize their productions themselves via advertising revenues and subscription models. Much like their corporate counterparts, these user-generators may increasingly rely on copyright law to protect their creations in the future.
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While legal scholars have addressed the copyright law’s role in incentivizing the creation and consumption of creative content in general, its effect on the creation and consumption of pornography has largely been ignored. Since pornography performers are at risk of abuse by the creators of pornography—particularly those that are filmed or photographed unknowingly or those who have sexual images of themselves distributed against their wishes it is important consider what approaches there may be to reduce that risk, including the possibility of altering the copyright framework with respect to pornography.

Copyright laws do not provide ownership interests or control mechanisms to the subjects of pornographic material, and instead permits the creators to benefit at the expense of the subjects when their participation has not been consensual. Providing this type of control—namely by requiring the creator to show that the subjects’ participation was voluntary as a condition of providing copyright protection—would help reduce the risks faced by pornography performers. Promulgating a moral approach to structuring copyright protections is already one goal that is animating calls for reform of the current system. Copyright law should link the ability to register and enforce copyrights on pornographic works to the creators’ compliance with a regulatory scheme designed to promote the safety and well-being of pornographic performers by confirming their consent.
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At some point, it must certainly be true that otherwise illegal conduct is not made legal by being filmed.¹

Pornography is a dominant industrial force that has driven the evolution of the Internet. “The law of cyberspace is largely the law of

pornography. Statutes and court cases regarding content-based restrictions, copyrights, domain names, anonymity, and privacy have been rooted to some extent in purveyors, consumers, or putative opponents of pornography. Despite the rhetoric, there has never been a clear, focused attempt to preclude or remove pornography from the Internet, though both free speech activists and pornographers seem to find it useful to pretend that access to pornography is chronically imperiled. Internet censoring and filtering initiatives have been largely focused on preventing unauthorized downloads of copyrighted music and copyrighted mainstream audiovisual works, rather than on interfering with online pornography-related transactions.

Estimates about the size of the pornography market vary wildly, but it is clear that commercially distributed pornography enriches many players in the entertainment and communications industries, from large corporations to individuals broadcasting out of their homes via simple web cams. Regardless of how it is made, the production and distribution of pornography is essentially unregulated, as long as all of the performers are eighteen years of age or older. In the emerging Internet environment sometimes described as Web 2.0, the ease with which pornography can be manufactured, disseminated, and consumed creates high demand levels which incentivize abuse and coercion in pornography production. Unless the performers are minors, however, the government appears to take little interest in ensuring their safety and well-being.


3. The Communications Decency Act focused on content much broader than pornography, sought to keep content away from minors rather than all citizens, and was so poorly drafted that it is hard to believe any of the lawyers in Congress who voted for it actually believed it to be even remotely constitutional. It led, with suspicious haste and effectiveness, to statutory immunity for ISPs and censorware laws that made software companies very rich. See Communications Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. § 223 (Supp. II 1994) (partially repealed by Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844 (1997)) (current version at 47 U.S.C. § 223 (2000)).

4. See generally Ann Bartow, Fair Use and the Fairer Sex: Gender, Feminism, and Copyright Law, 14 AM. U. J. GENDER, SOC. POL'Y & L. 551 (2006) (discussing how copyright laws have been written and enforced to favor male groups and noting that copyright law traditionally has not focused on pornography); Ann Bartow, Some Peer-to-Peer, Democratically and Voluntarily Produced Thoughts, 5 J. TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 449 (2007) (reviewing Yochai Benkler, THE WEALTH OF NETWORKS: HOW SOCIAL PRODUCTION TRANSFORMS MARKETS AND FREEDOM (2006)).


7. Amy Adler argues that child pornography laws as currently constituted are not effective at protecting children from sexual abuse and may actually exacerbate the
User-generated pornography is a widespread phenomenon on Web 2.0. Lacking a corporate presence or conventional for-profit structure, user-generated pornography is, like many attributes of the Internet, extremely difficult and problematic to monitor a priori. Some of the user-generating uploaders, however, may assert proprietary intellectual property claims over their pornographic content. The protections of copyright law could be made contingent upon confirmation by the performers that the content was produced legally and without coercion. In this article, I suggest conditioning copyright registration and enforcement upon showings by producers not simply that performers are eighteen years or older, but also that their performances were consensual and recorded with the understanding that they would be widely distributed.

If this approach is implemented, part of the definition of consensuality would include an opportunity for performers to repudiate any contract that had been signed with respect to the performance and distribution of the content. In this way, people who appeared or performed in pornography as a result of coercion, who were under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or who simply changed their minds about appearing in pornography, would have an opportunity to exert some modest level of control over financial exploitation of their own images, which they currently lack. No one would be permitted to register a copyright, or bring any sort of enforcement action, without demonstrating that participants in the copyrighted work performed voluntarily and consented to the work’s distribution.

I will use the following definition of pornography in this article: visual images of human beings engaged in sex acts, or in extremely sexualized poses. I know that this definition is imperfect and that I could easily spend the next thirty-eight pages critiquing it and considering other options. I am, after all, a lawyer. But it will do for now. The definition’s two most important aspects are the exclusive focus on visual images and on living people. None of the concerns about the production of pornography raised in this article apply to written erotica or to computer-generated images or artist-generated drawings or graphics that do not rely on human models or performers.

Just like advertising, art, music, and other media forms, I believe that pornography surely has an impact upon those who view it.

---


I write this article as a feminist who believes that most mainstream pornography is bad for women in myriad ways. We live in an era in which young women are publicly lamenting the fact that pornography has ruined sex because men they meet evidence pornography-influenced behaviors, such as asking if they can ejaculate on a woman’s face on a first date, referring to her genitals as “meat curtains,” forcing their penises down a woman’s throat, calling her “bitch,” and saying “choke on it,” mimicking behaviors seen in pornography. Attempts have been made to document (in more than anecdotal ways) and quantify the impact of derogatory pornography on sexually active women in the past and similar efforts are ongoing.

One commentator noted:

In mainstream pornography, women are graphically portrayed as greedily accepting and being penetrated simultaneously by triple penises, which are inserted into their vaginas, anus and of course not forgetting their mouths! Women, according to the pornography industry, are sexually insatiable and penetration is the ultimate sexual gratification for women: the more orifices filled, the better. This observation is validated by numerous unsolicited e-mails received by this author.

An illustrative example was sent by a company called Gag Factor videos, intended to advertise its available pornography wares. The text of this e-mail was as follows:

---


11. See, e.g., A Drug Called Pornography, http://www.harmfuleffectsofpornography.com/ (last visited Mar. 17, 2008) (providing a description of Jonathan Schneider’s documentary, A Drug Called Pornography: Understanding the Harmful Effects of Pornography, which documents the harmful effects of mass availability and consumption of pornography on Western culture); Vodpod: Analyzing the Pornographic Text: Charting and Mapping Pornography Through Content Analysis (The National Feminist Antipornography Conference, Wheelock College, Mar. 24, 2007), available at http://mnvalleynow.vodpod.com/video/253520-robert-wosnitzer-ana-bridges-michelle-chang-panel-at-feminist-antiporn-conf (detailing that Robert Wosnitzer, Ana Bridges, and Michelle Chang presented their research project analyzing violence and aggression in fifty pornographic films selected randomly from a pool of 275 widely distributed ones; they counted over 3,000 acts of verbal and physical aggression in these fifty films, and in almost every instance the recipient of the aggression—who was female ninety-four percent of the time—responded with neutrality or pleasure).

ONE OF THE BIGGEST WHORES EVER! Bridgette Kerkove will probably go
down in the anals of porn history as one of the most filthy, disgusting cumpigs to
ever have lived. She’ll stuff as many cocks in her mouth, ass, and cunt as is
physically possible—and then some!¹³

Pornography like this may very well lead to sexual expectations by
pornography-watching men that are detrimental to women who prefer
not to behave as such pornographers “artistically” depict them.¹⁴
There are many studies of the effects of pornography that suggest its
consumption is harmful.¹⁵ My focus here, however, is on the
production of pornography, and how copyright law might be used to
improve the situations of people who perform in pornography under
coercion or duress, or who have their images distributed without their
consent. I leave for another day my detailed observations and
recommendations concerning the effects of pornography upon its
consumers, and the people who have sex with them.

There are a multitude of law review articles debating copyright
law reforms across a variety of media.¹⁶ Many legal scholars have

---

¹⁴ For a discussion of the possibility of government regulation of “harm advocacy,”
see S. Elizabeth Wilborn Malloy & Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr., Recalibrating the Cost of Harm
that viewing pornography is harmful to the viewer and society. In meta-analysis
researchers have found that using pornographic materials leads to several behavioral,
psychological and social problems.”); see also PORNOGRAPHY: DRIVING THE DEMAND IN
INTERNATIONAL SEX TRAFFICKING (David E. Guinn & Julie DiCaro eds., 2005) [hereinafter
INTERNATIONAL SEX TRAFFICKING]; Tori DeAngelis, Web Pornography’s Effect on Children,
webporn.html; Female Performers, Pornography, and the Sex Industry: Take a Closer Look!,
AGAINST PORNOGRAPHY, 2007, https://againstpornography.org/takeacloserlook.html; Ryan
http://antipornographyactivist.blogspot.com (last visited Apr. 8, 2008); Captive Daughters,
CD Salon http://www.captivedaughters.org/cdsalon.htm (last visited Apr. 8, 2008); MySpace.com, Stop Porn Culture Profile, http://www.myspace.com/stoppornculture (last
visited Apr. 8, 2008); ProtectKids.com, Harms of Porn and Resources, http://www.protectkids.com/effects/ (last visited Apr. 8, 2008); Psychological Aspects of Human
Sexuality, Should Pornography Be Banned as a Threat to Women?, http://www.csun.edu/~Epsy453/porno_y.htm (follow “Yes” or “No” hyperlink) (last visited
Apr. 8, 2008); Reviews & Summaries of Studies: Pornography/Erotica, http://libertus.net/
¹⁶ See, e.g., Pamela Samuelson, Preliminary Thoughts on Copyright Reform, 2007
UTAH L. REV. 551 (2007) (criticizing the Copyright Act of 1976 for being too long, complex,
and outdated, and offering suggestions for its reform in the digital age); Christopher
Sprigman, Reform(alizing) Copyright, 57 STAN. L. REV. 485 (2004) (arguing that the United
focused specifically on the intersection of copyright laws and music, movies, dance, computer software, or architectural works, but little scholarly examination of the connection between copyright and pornography has been made.\textsuperscript{17} I think this is at least in part because law professors are afraid that if they are critical of any aspect of pornography, they will be accused of being prudes, censors, or “in bed with the religious right.”\textsuperscript{18} Intellectual property law scholars have had many interesting things to say about the commoditization of information that could be productively applied to pornography. Some have even focused on human rights issues.\textsuperscript{19} I hope that this article

\begin{quote}
States’ transition from a formalized process of copyright to an unconditional process has had harmful effects and suggesting the reintroduction of formalities in the copyright system); John Tehranian, \textit{Infringement Nation: Copyright Reform and the Law/Norm Gap}, 2007 UTAH L. REV. 537 (2007) (arguing that the Copyright Act of 1976 needs to be reformed to reflect the economic, technological, and social changes that have occurred since its passage, focusing particularly on the gap between copyright law and copyright norms in today’s society); Hannibal Travis, \textit{Building Universal Digital Libraries: An Agenda for Copyright Reform}, 33 PEPP. L. REV. 761 (2006) (proposing a series of copyright reforms that would scale back existing copyright laws, particularly when it comes to digitized archiving, and would “pave the way for digital library projects like Project Gutenberg, the Internet Archive, and Google Print”).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
reduces existing fear of the topic, at least a little, and opens up the terrain for future conversations.

I. THE CORPORATIZATION OF PORNOGRAPHY

Pornography has become corporatized in two important ways. First, entities that focus primarily or even exclusively on producing pornography are accorded mainstream acceptance and respectability. Playboy Inc., for example, markets its brand as one of wholesome, patriotic entertainment in contexts like the television show The Girls Next Door, appearing on the E! Entertainment Television, Inc. network. An associated online store, The Bunny Shop, offers clothing, jewelry, and workout videos. Similarly, Playboy’s eponymous magazine may be fairly tame in comparison to many competing “lad’s mags.” However, the Playboy corporation also produces and distributes large quantities of hardcore pornography chock full of violent and degrading acts, but they do so under subsidiary trademarks, because, according to Playboy CEO Christy Hefner, “the racier fare ‘is a complementary and separate business from the Playboy business’—one in which the Playboy logo and brand” are obfuscated. Playboy also owns hardcore pornography cable channels such as The Hot Network, Vivid TV, and The Hot Zone. The movies on these channels are advertised with descriptions like: “a comical adventure with 10 of the nastiest sex scenes ever filmed!”


22. See, e.g., HUSTLER; BUTTMAN; JUGGS; PENTHOUSE; SCREW.


is through the production and distribution of hardcore pornography that Playboy generates the majority of its revenue.\textsuperscript{26}

The second corporatizing phenomenon is that large mainstream corporations have begun earning enormous revenue streams from the production and distribution of pornography. The New York Times reported in 2000: “The General Motors Corporation, the world’s largest company, now sells more graphic sex films every year than does Larry Flynt, owner of the Hustler empire.”\textsuperscript{27} Search engines such as Yahoo! and Google derive ad revenues through their copious advertising of pornography. Pornography producers broadcast “hard-core movies to TV screens across America through hotel chains like Marriott and Hilton and satellite and cable operators Comcast, DirecTV, and AOL Time Warner.”\textsuperscript{28} As a review of a Frontline documentary about pornography that aired on PBS noted:

\begin{quote}
The corporate giant AT&T is reaping huge financial benefits through ownership of its cable network AT&T Broadband, which shows explicit porn on channels such as the Hot Network. General Motors, which owns Direct-TV, receives big profits every time an adult movie is purchased by viewers across America. Now, it seems, there are infinitely more ways to sell a dirty picture, and pornography has become associated with some big American brand names. Hotel chains are part of the association, too. As an amenity in large hotel chains, pay-per-view adult films are made available by one of two major distribution companies—Lodgenet or On-Command Video. Even internet [sic] companies such as Yahoo!, a search engine used in millions of American households, make money by selling ads and links to porn websites. Both sides of the business equation are satisfied: the mainstream companies receive large profits and the porn industry gets the stamp of approval by legitimate businesses.\textsuperscript{29}
\end{quote}

This corporatization of pornography insures pornography a visible, stable, and lasting presence on Web 2.0.\textsuperscript{30}

As I argued in a previous article,\textsuperscript{31} social conservatives like to pretend they energetically oppose pornography, while libertarian liberals like to pretend that pornography is under relentless attack by

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{26} See infra notes 38-39.
\textsuperscript{28} Keegan, supra note 24.
\textsuperscript{31} Bartow, supra note 2, at 880-81.
\end{footnotes}
the government. Neither is true, but the respective heuristics are so useful to partisans that no one wants to pay attention to what is actually occurring, which is that pornography has become socially normalized so effectively that the industry and its output are arguably less subject to scrutiny and criticism than McDonald’s commercials. The Playboy corporation adorns household goods and children’s toys with its bunny logo, and observers often talk about how mild and innocent the naked photos in the company’s magazine are, willfully ignoring the fact that one of Playboy’s main sources of revenue is from the production and distribution of hardcore pornography. Playboy functions much as any other entertainment conglomerate, such as Disney.

Even pornography sold via late night infomercials is treated as acceptably mainstream by corporate actors. In 2002, pornographer Joe Francis signed a deal to expand his Girls Gone Wild pornography


33. See Food Tastes Better with McDonald’s Logo, Kids Say, FORBES.COM, Aug. 6, 2007, http://www.forbes.com/forbeslife/health/feeds/hscout/2007/08/06/hscout607093.html (describing a study showing that children’s food preferences are significantly influenced by advertising and criticizing McDonald’s for spending vast amounts of money to advertise “foods of poor nutritional quality to children”).


37. See, e.g., Ackman, supra note 5 (referring to Playboy as a men’s magazine and failing to mention the company’s other sources of revenue).


40. See Walt Disney Co., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 1-8 (Dec. 19, 2005) (describing the various aspects and subsidiaries of the Walt Disney Company, including operations in the markets of filmed entertainment, theme parks and resorts, and consumer products).
franchise in conjunction with the Mandalay production company run by Peter Guber.41 “Francis also signed a Girls Gone Wild feature film deal with MGM” at the initiative of Chris McGurk, then the vice chairman and chief operating officer of MGM.42

*The New York Times* recently published what can fairly be described as a love letter to “arguably the country’s most successful fetish porn company, Kink.com.”43 The author described the company’s employees as educated and professional, writing:

> It has long been noted that the San Fernando Valley is increasingly populated by strait-laced corporate managers and not by the oily, medallion-wearing men we once assumed. But succeeding on the Web, or simply surviving its escalating demands, has required more sophisticated entrepreneurial types. With the Internet pushing porn discreetly into the homes of conventional consumers, making it more a part of everyday life and less seedy-seeming, the industry has been better able than ever to attract that sort of employee. That is, as pornography becomes a more mainstream product, it becomes an equally mainstream career. If anything, Kink may be an exaggerated example of just how ordinary pornographers will get, despite the wince-inducing grisliness of its content, which even by porn-industry standards is morbidly eccentric.44

Pornography is treated like any other creative content. Mainstream media entities do not appear to fear consumer criticism, much less censorship efforts, for distributing and profiting from pornography.

Money talks, and it also silences, and the wealth stream that pornography now generates for large corporations arguably disinclines politicians to regulate it in any specialized way.45 Quite the contrary, in fact, as pornographic content is increasingly treated like any other form of creative output. Among other many far-reaching consequences of the corporatization of pornography, pornographers now unabashedly assert intellectual property rights in pornography. Companies such as Playboy, Penthouse, Hustler, Girls Gone Wild, and Perfect 10 use the legal system aggressively to protect copyrights in pornographic content.46 Ironically, given his public fetishization of the


42. Id.


44. Id.

45. *See supra* notes 27-29 and accompanying text.

First Amendment, Larry Flynt once even sued Jerry Falwell and the Moral Majority for copyright infringement when Falwell mailed copies of an attack on Falwell published by Hustler to his followers as part of a fund-raising effort.48

Large corporations such as General Motors can be expected to utilize the legal system for copyright issues related to pornography-driven subsidiaries just as they do for other business ventures. Companies that are primarily devoted to pornography will continue to enforce their copyrights through the courts as well. For this reason, making enforceable copyrights contingent upon compliance with rules to protect performers, as is recommended below, could be effective with respect to corporatized pornography, as most corporations will prefer not to foreclose copyright enforcement options. Withholding copyright enforceability could be a meaningful sanction that would incentivize compliance with a proof-of-consent-based regulatory regime.

For some genres of pornography, however, the importance of copyright protections is less clear, as it can be somewhat difficult to discern how the copyright holder gets paid, or whether he or she is likely to assert proprietary rights formally through the legal system. Consider this excerpt of an account of the production and distribution of one instance of “gonzo” pornography:49

On the video it is clear that Lori is not happy. Entner berates her until she calls him an asshole. At one point, he directs Lori to bark like a dog, and later, with Donnie in her mouth, to squeal like a pig. Lori, afraid she would end up doing all this for free, grudgingly agrees. Donnie chuckles and trades high fives with Sanchez.

---

47. See Posting of Jackson Katz to The Huffington Post, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jackson-katz/dennis-kucinich-endorses-_b_77226.html (Dec. 17, 2007, 21:50 EST) (arguing that Larry Flynt, through the publication of Hustler magazine, promotes sexism, racism, and misogyny, and suggesting that Flynt has used the First Amendment as protection for his commodification and exploitation of women’s bodies).


49. See Martin Amis, A Rough Trade, GUARDIAN (London), Mar. 17, 2001, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/Archive/Article/0,4273,4153718,00.html (stating that gonzo pornography “shows you people fucking without concerning itself with why they’re fucking,” and noting that gonzo pornography is extremely dirty, “way out there,” and becoming violent); see also Nikko Snyder, Strange Bedfellows: Can Feminism and Porn Coexist, BITCH MAG., available at http://www.alternet.org/reproductivejustice/81655/?page=entire (“‘Gonzo’ technically refers to a style of porn that places the camera directly into the scene, but in recent years the term has become shorthand for films that depict women being choked, insulted, spit on, and worse.”).
She was encouraged, however, by the thought that in a couple of days she would receive her share of the $1200 she and Donnie had just earned and this crisis would be behind her. The sad truth is that in the world of reality porn the only sure thing is that you are going to get fucked. Poor Lori found this out the hard way. In a matter of hours, her images were available to anybody with Internet access and a credit card.

For Internet porn worshipers, Wednesdays are the Sabbath. That is the day Bangbus.com posts the new videos for the week. When co-workers and patrons from Lori’s restaurant job downloaded her Bangbus episode, they instantly recognized her.

Not only was her image the Bangbus feature of the week, but, by the next day, people had already started to trade her video file, much as music lovers do with MP3s, on peer-to-peer file sharing networks such as Kazaa and WinMX. Once it was posted to one of these networks, Lori’s video file was renamed with her true identity and workplace. After that, it was only a matter of time before her brother in upstate New York, an avid WinMx user and Bangbus fan, would come across his little sister’s fifteen minutes of shame.

What’s more, Ox Ideas wrote out a check to Donnie for the entire $1200. Unbeknownst to Lori, Donnie was himself in serious debt. So it isn’t surprising that he would take advantage of the situation and exploit his former lover. He had already pimped her out and now it was time to collect. He cashed the check and vanished.50

If Bangbus uses a subscription model, and the pornographic content it releases undergoes waves of unrestricted secondary distribution after its initial release, traditional copyright protections may not be important to the enterprise. Even if copyright laws were reconfigured to give Lori some legal rights with respect to the distribution of her image, it is not clear how she would go about enforcing them, as the “notice and takedown” approach facilitated by the DMCA51 is unlikely to be effective if distribution patterns are rapid, viral, informal, and chaotic. However, if in the scenario described above she had a copyright-law-provided ability to repudiate her contract with Bangbus because she changed her mind about having her performance commercially exploited after it was recorded under conditions different than what she was lead to expect, she might have had some ability to alter the debilitating course of events. The corporatization of pornography that has so effectively embedded it in the culture can be seen as a positive development in the sense that the behavior of


51. See 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3) (2000) (describing the notice and takedown procedure required by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, under which a copyright owner must submit a written communication, including a list of specified elements, to the designated agent of a service provider).
corporations might be easier to track and regulate than the actions of independent pornentrepreneurs.

II. USER-GENERATED PORNOGRAPHY

Like pornography itself, the concept of user-generated pornographic content can be difficult to define clearly; for the purposes of this article, it is pornography that is not distributed within traditional frameworks of mainstream commerce with “for-profit” motivations. Pornography can be commercially exploited via purchased or rented videotapes and DVDs, streaming video that uses either pay-per-view or subscription models and utilizes either television-related or Internet-based distribution technologies. It is certainly possible that noncommercial distribution utilizes some of the same “real space” channels. However, for the purposes of this article, user-generated pornography is that which is non-commercially (where no revenues are collected, a.k.a. “gifted”) or quasi-commercially (using an advertising model or quid pro quo exchange paradigm) distributed over the Internet. “Users” are assumed to both upload and download pornography, uploading their own creations and downloading the content made available by other users. Some user-created content may make unauthorized uses of copyrighted pornographic materials. Other user-generated works may be wholly original. One would expect the user-generated content to be creatively inspired by commercially produced and distributed pornography. Yet, how copyright doctrines, such as “substantial similarity,” might be applied to discern infringement of pornographic works where sex acts are replicated, but little in the way of plot or dialogue is appropriated, is uncertain.  

Courts have never addressed questions about the scope of protectable copyrighted expression in pornographic audiovisual works.

User-generated pornography is present on the Internet in substantial quantities. A recent article in The Economist posited that online sex was migrating from commercial pornography sites to online games and social networking sites. Both online game-based pornography and that which is distributed via MySpace.com,

---

52. See generally Ann Bartow, Copyrights and Creative Copying, 1 U. OTTAWA L. & TECH. J. 75 (2004) (examining the scope of the substantial similarity doctrine in copyright law).

Facebook, and the like\(^{54}\) are apt to be predominantly user generated, given the policing that corporate pornographers do of these venues for infringing uses of pornography in which they hold the copyrights.\(^{55}\) The unauthorized posting of clips of commercially distributed pornography is likely to draw notice and takedown requests from the copyright holder.\(^{56}\) Only independently created, original user-generated pornography would survive the scrutiny of corporate pornography vendors.

There are undoubtedly a wide variety of reasons that amateur pornographers upload, post, and exchange pornography of their own making non-commercially. In some cases, the act may be an exercise of pure self-expression.\(^{57}\) In others, it is fairly transparently an effort to disgrace or damage the subject of the pornography.\(^{58}\) “Revenge” pornography appears to be a widespread phenomenon, very popular with pornography viewers attracted by the eroticization of acts of targeted personal humiliation.

---


55. See infra note 163 and accompanying text.


In still other situations, uploading user-generated pornography is part of a quid pro quo accord.⁵⁹ One relatively formalized exchange that attracted some press attention demonstrated a close nexus between pornography and violence, and an extensive overlap in the audience for both violent and pornographic imagery.⁶⁰ Described as a “snuff-for-porn arrangement with American troops,”⁶¹ the pact permitted American soldiers stationed in Iraq and Afghanistan to earn access to a pornographic website by providing photographs of dead bodies they have taken, many of them horribly mutilated or blown to pieces. A newspaper reporter described the bargain as follows:

If you want to see the true face of war, go to the amateur porn Web site NowThatsFuckedUp.com. For almost a year, American soldiers stationed in Iraq and Afghanistan have been taking photographs of dead bodies, many of them horribly mutilated or blown to pieces, and sending them to Web site administrator Chris Wilson. In return for permission to post these images, Wilson gives the soldiers free access to his site. American soldiers have been using the pictures of disfigured Iraqi corpses as currency to buy pornography. . . .⁶²

Wilson, a 27-year-old Web entrepreneur living in Florida, created the site a year ago, asked fans to contribute pictures of their wives and girlfriends, and posted footage and photographs bearing titles such as “wife working cock” and “ass fucking my wife on the stairs.” The site was a big hit with soldiers stationed overseas; about a third of his customers, Wilson estimates, or more than fifty thousand people, work in the military. Wilson says soldiers began e-mailing him, thanking him for keeping up their morale and “bringing a little piece of the States to them.” But other soldiers complained that they had problems buying memberships to his service. “They wanted to join the site, the amateur wife and girlfriend site,” he says. “But they couldn’t, because the addresses associated with their credit cards were Quackistan or something; they were in such a high-risk country that the credit card companies wouldn’t approve the purchase.”

That was when Wilson hit upon the idea of offering free memberships to soldiers. All they had to do was send a picture of life in Iraq or Afghanistan, and they’d get all the free porn they wanted.⁶³

Wilson was arrested on obscenity charges by state officials, though some observers believe this was an effort by the government to stem

---

⁵⁹. See JACOBS, supra note 57, at 45-78.
⁶⁰. See id. at 122-25; Joanna Bourke, Torture as Pornography, GUARDIAN (London), May 7, 2004, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/women/story/0,3604,1211261,00.html (discussing pictures showing American troops degrading and humiliating Iraqi detainees, and likening this to sadomasochistic pornography, stating “[t]his festival of violence is highly pornographic”).
⁶². Id.
⁶³. Id.
the flow of graphic photographs of dead Iraqis uploaded by soldiers, rather than a reaction to the sexual content on the site.\textsuperscript{64} However, none of those commentators appear to have made any comprehensive review of the pornography on the site to evaluate the legitimacy of the obscenity charges. It is possible that the “obscenities” supporting the charges were related to violence rather than sexual activity. Wilson eventually pled guilty to some of the criminal charges and took down the site as a condition of his probation.\textsuperscript{65}

Other forms of user-generated pornography involve taking images from one context and placing them in another. Consider the example of Allison Stokke.\textsuperscript{66} Allison Stokke is a high school pole-vaulter whose images in her tracksuit have been widely distributed over the Internet in highly sexualized contexts. Her track uniform can fairly be described as body conscious, but it is one that her high school apparently requires that she wear to show her team affiliation, as with every other female member of the track team. The boys’ uniforms are markedly (And inexplicably? No, not really.) less skimpy and revealing. In any event, Stokke is an attractive young woman with decided athletic talent, and in consequence drew attention that resulted in her image becoming masturbatory blog fodder, without her consent. As one feminist blogger explained it:

The other day WaPo reported that some knob sports blogger, an excrescence who by definition exalts the basest impulses of his species, had posted a photograph of an obscure record-breaking high school pole vaulter. The photo showed the woman at a meet, adjusting her ponytail. The knob sports blogger titled the blog entry

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{66} See Posting of Twisty Faster to I Blame the Patriarchy, http://blog.iblamenthepatriarchy.com/2007/06/02/i-puke-on-dude-nation/ (June 2, 2007).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
“Pole vaulting is sexy, barely legal.” He is a dude, so naturally he felt inclined to add “Hubba hubba and other grunting sounds” to his jokey ‘analysis’ of her athleticism.

Because it is the prime directive of dudes to circlejerk all over the internet, downloading images of the pole vaulter soon became pretty much the only purpose to which they put their computers. Eighteen-year-old Allison Stokke, whose crime was pole vaulting while female, had achieved internet pornaliciousness.

Which freaked Stokke out.67

Stokke’s photographs would not constitute pornography by most definitions; certainly not the one offered at the beginning of this article.68 In addition to raising questions about why Stokke’s school requires female athletes to compete in uniforms that are far more body conscious than those provided for male athletes competing in the very same events, the episode presents a classic case of what is sometimes called “pornification.”

Young female athletes are not the only ones subject to this sort of involuntary sexualizing treatment. Male, teenaged members of one school swim team were reportedly chagrined to learn that their photographs were being displayed on pornographic websites.69 Under current laws (or lack thereof), only the copyright holders of the pictures have any clear legal right to object to take action over this use of the photos, and they have no obligation to consider the feelings of their subjects when they contemplate whether to do so. Web 2.0 facilitates the internet-pornification of anyone who finds herself in the front of a camera, voluntarily or not, and privacy and defamation laws do not offer much in the way of protection or recourse.70

This point was brought home to this author in a very personal way quite recently. A student informed me that nude photographs of her, taken without her knowledge (probably by a cellular phone) while she was changing into a swimsuit in a university locker room, are in

---

67. Posting of Twisty Faster to I Blame the Patriarchy, supra note 66 (internal citations omitted).
68. As stated in the introduction, pornography is defined in this article as visual images of human beings engaged in sex acts, or in extremely sexualized poses.
70. See generally, e.g., Dworkin v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 867 F.2d 1188, 1194 (9th Cir. 1989) (holding that Hustler’s features mentioning Dworkin’s name in a derogatory fashion were “privileged opinion,” and thus did not constitute libel or defamation because they could not be “reasonably understood as statements of fact”); DANIEL J. SOLOVE, THE FUTURE OF REPUTATION: Gossip, Rumor, and Privacy on the Internet (Yale Univ. Press 2007), available at http://docs.law.gwu.edu/facweb/dsolove/Future-of-Reputation/ (discussing the conflict between free speech and privacy on the Internet, examining how people’s private lives are being exposed online without legal recourse, and suggesting ways for the law to address these problems).
Internet circulation. The cost and logistics of bringing an invasion of privacy claim to address this issue are prohibitive. The legal system, as she experiences it, offers her nothing.

III. THE VULNERABILITY OF PORNOGRAPHY PERFORMERS AGED EIGHTEEN AND OVER

The fact that the government has essentially stopped prosecuting pornography on the basis of “obscenity” is arguably good news for adult pornography performers who appear in pornography voluntarily and enthusiastically, assuming such a class of people exists. However, the government’s disinterest increases the vulnerability of people who are coerced into performing in pornography, the majority of whom are likely to be female. The U.S. Department of State’s June 2007 “Trafficking in Persons” Report notes that trafficked women and children are the primary victims of commercial sexual exploitation stating:

Annually, according to U.S. Government-sponsored research completed in 2006, approximately 800,000 people are trafficked across national borders, which does not include millions trafficked within their own countries. Approximately 80 percent of transnational victims are women and girls and up to 50 percent are minors. The majority of transnational victims are females trafficked into commercial sexual exploitation. These numbers do not include millions of female and male victims around the world who are trafficked within their own national borders—the majority for forced or bonded labor.

The Report emphasizes the commercial sexual exploitation, including coerced pornography, that human trafficking makes possible in passages that report:

71. See infra notes 88-96 and accompanying text; see also United States v. Am. Library Ass’n, Inc., 539 U.S. 194 (2003) (aiming to protect children from obscenities in public libraries by holding that the Children’s Internet Protection Act, which conditioned federal subsidies for public libraries on their use of Internet filters that would block obscene or pornographic images and prevent minors from accessing material harmful to them, did not violate the First Amendment’s free speech clause and did not impose an unconstitutional condition on public libraries); Feature on Reno v. ACLU I—The Battle Over the CDA, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, June 26, 1997, http://www.aclu.org/privacy/speech/15464res19970626.html (discussing the ACLU’s success in defending the First Amendment’s future on the Internet by having the federal Communications Decency Act declared an unconstitutional restriction on free speech). But see United States v. Extreme Assocs., Inc., Criminal No. 03-0203, 2007 WL 2225844 (W.D. Pa. July 31, 2007) (describing how defendants, who are in the business of producing and distributing pornographic films, were charged with nine counts of violating the federal obscenity statutes for distributing obscene material through the mail and via the Internet).


73. Id. at 8 (emphasis added).
Demand for cheap labor and for prostituted women, girls, and boys is the primary "pull" factor. Customers for the products of forced labor are often completely ignorant of their involvement with slavery. Sex buyers are far more complicit in the victimization of sex trafficking victims, and thus are logical targets for education on the link between prostitution and human trafficking. Sex tourism and child pornography have become worldwide industries, facilitated by technologies such as the Internet, which vastly expand the choices available to pedophiles and permit instant and nearly undetectable transactions.\footnote{Id. at 35.}

Note that the only reference to pornography in this passage is to "child pornography." The Report references child pornography twenty-nine times, but the forced participation of women aged eighteen or over in pornography is not mentioned at all.

There is plenty of evidence that women who are "prostituted" (to use the terminology of the report) are also "force filmed," so that videos of their rapes can be distributed commercially.\footnote{See, e.g., MONICA O'CONNOR & GRAINNE HEALY, THE LINKS BETWEEN PROSTITUTION AND SEX TRAFFICKING: A BRIEFING HANDBOOK (2006), available at http://action.web.ca/home/catw/attach/handbook.pdf (noting that sex tourists frequently make pornography of their abuse and that pornography is flourishing as part of a multi-million dollar industry of sexual exploitation); cf. The Campaign to Rescue and Restore Victims of Human Trafficking, http://www.acf.hhs.gov/trafficking/about/fact_sex.html (last visited Mar. 19, 2008) (noting that victims of sex trafficking are forced into various forms of commercial sexual exploitation, including pornography). See generally INTERNATIONAL SEX TRAFFICKING, supra note 15.}


However, pornography is a very lucrative product for mainstream corporations that are unlikely to open brothels, and it is not surprising that the Bush Administration would decline to inquire about or publicize connections between sex trafficking and coercive pornography production.
The lack of widespread concern for people appearing in violent pornography is stunning. Cans of tuna are adorned with “dolphin safe” labels because tuna consumers care about the well-being of dolphins. General release movies often roll notices stating that no animals were harmed during the making of the film. In fairly stark contrast, pornographic works are often advertised in ways that highlight actual violence that was done to performers during production, such as “bloody first times,” “blondes getting slammed,” “big mutant dicks rip small chicks,” and “men fucking that teen virgin bitch’s ass so hard she couldn’t sit for days.” Apparently this is an effective way to sell pornography to average pornography consumers. One wonders how the same audience would respond to cans of tuna bearing labels that said: “Now with more brutally slaughtered dolphins than ever!” It may be that pornography consumers erroneously (or preferentially) believe that all pornography performances are voluntary and consensual. It seems more likely that they do not care whether they are or not. It is additionally possible that some derive enhanced erotic pleasure from the possibility that the performers are being subject to coercion and force.

Even those with decidedly pro-pornography sensibilities are sometimes aghast at the violence that is “consensually” inflicted upon pornography performers. One journalist known for pro-pornography sentiments observed:

Borden was shown making a video in which the scenario is a young woman who is kidnapped, raped and murdered. It’s not the subject that raises questions about the tape’s legality, or even the fact that sexual violence is depicted for the viewer’s erotic delectation. Repellent as it is, that still seems to me protected free speech. What raised questions is that the actress is really beaten in the course of the

---

80. I owe credit for this rhetorical framing to a pseudonymous feminist blogger whose blog archives are no longer available for reading or linking.
81. See generally Shelley Lubben, The Truth Behind the Fantasy of Porn, BLAZING GRACE, http://www.blazinggrace.org/thetruth.htm (explaining, in the words of a former porn actress, that porn stars generally do not like making porn, and are often manipulated, coerced, and threatened into performing certain acts, but that the porn industry wants consumers to think they do); Porn Stars Speak Out, http://www.shelleylubben.com/articles/pornstarsspeakout.pdf (last visited Mar. 19, 2008) (providing quotes from various porn stars documenting the health risks and brutal injuries involved in the industry and the frequency with which porn stars are required to do things they do not want to do).
making of the film, consensually, but still beaten. It was too much for the show’s producers, who left in the middle of taping the shoot (and you can hardly blame them). But even here, a distinction needs to be made. If Borden and Black—and the actors playing the assailants—could be prosecuted for anything it would be for assault, not obscenity. And they should be. We’re not talking about S/M here. We’re talking about a beating that, consensual or not, is a crime. 

This reporter readily assumes the recipient of the violence is being beaten “consensually.” Yet, he never explains why he believes this to be the case. Perhaps he simply refuses to consider alternative possibilities.

One of the few large-scale academic studies of pornography on the Internet, now over a dozen years old, ascertained that women are disproportionately used in violating ways, such as bestiality. The aggressive, vitriolic, and highly personal backlash against this study by organizations like the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is undoubtedly responsible for the paucity of interest in pornography research. Sociologist Diana Russell has additionally argued that researchers avoid or downplay research that negatively characterizes pornography for professional reasons, as being pro-pornography today is apparently a more lucrative career strategy than doing research that exposes the harms of pornography. By way of example, consider Pennsylvania State University’s Center for the First Amendment, which seems to exist primarily to generate positive academic press for the pornography industry.

---


For nearly two decades, the consistent response of the U.S. government has been to ignore pornography production as long as the performers were aged eighteen or over. In 1989, in California v. Freeman, the Supreme Court effectively curtailed states’ ability to regulate the production of pornography. By the 1990s, mainstream non-child pornography prosecutions on obscenity grounds by the federal government effectively stopped, and they remain rare today.

According to law professor Tim Wu, after slowing down during the Bush I and Clinton administrations, the number of adult obscenity prosecutions declined even further during the Bush II years. Wu noted: “George W. Bush is perhaps the most religiously conservative U.S. president in history. Yet his administration, despite its rhetoric, is looser on mainstream porn than Jimmy Carter or John F. Kennedy was.”

A recent New York Times article, entitled “Federal Effort on Web Obscenity Shows Few Results,” reported that the Justice Department provided a grant to a conservative religious group called “Morality in Media,” which pays people to review “sexual Web sites and other Internet traffic to see whether they qualify as obscene material whose purveyors should be prosecuted by the Justice Department.” The article noted that “[t]he number of prosecutions resulting from those referrals is zero.” It further reported: “In the seven years of the Bush administration, the department has prosecuted about 24 obscenity cases, several centered on film producers who failed to keep proper records showing that their models

92. Id.
93. Id.
were not minors." 94  It did not provide identifying information for the referenced "24 obscenity cases," and research suggests that even that small number may be substantially inflated. Indeed, one observer recently noted that contemporary pornographers may be more likely to go to jail for spamming than for the content of the pornographic works they distribute. 95  In a recent issue of the ABA Journal, one self-credited pornography specialist complained that he had to handle copyright infringement cases to pay the bills because so little First Amendment work related to pornography was available. 96

If all pornography production were consensual and non-exploitive, the abandonment of obscenity prosecutions might be cause for celebration. 97  However, the pornography terrain is much too complicated to view the government’s laissez faire approach to pornography as an unqualified human liberty achievement. When asked in an interview whether there is pornography in distribution that she wouldn’t watch, pornographer Nina Hartley 98  responded:

Absolutely. Absolutely. There’s most of it I wouldn’t watch. Most of it is execrable—because why? Because our culture is so complicit about sexuality we do not grant it the grace and honor I think it deserves. We don’t, we don’t let it be a subject of art, we let it be a subject of commerce because we have, we are very of two minds about it. And so I do believe that the culture gets the adult material it deserves, and so we are a conflicted society that creates a massive amount of material that most of it is very poor quality. 99

If Hartley is correct that most pornography is, as she terms it, "execrable," why this is so, how pornography might be improved, and what role the copyright laws might play in incentivizing better

94. Id.
pornography (however that is defined) are questions that need to be considered. Pornographer Tristan Taormino recently remarked with respect to gonzo pornography,100 “It’s essentially become an antiporn feminist’s worst nightmare come true.”101 She elaborated:

“I’ve always made the joke that if you’re going to go to all the trouble of sticking my head in a toilet—a dominant image in some gonzo porn—at least I better get a really good orgasm out of it. But we’re seeing this pent-up aggression and hostility towards women; [there’s] rough sex, but it’s not clear that they’re consenting to it, and it’s clear that they’re not getting off on it, because we never get to see their pleasure.”102

Again, market forces appear to drive pornography production in some very unsavory directions.

Academic media critic Robert Jensen has observed that, given the pornography industry’s creation of “a steady stream of relentlessly sexist and racist films and web sites that undermine attempts to build a healthy sexual culture, while filling the pornographers’ pockets with substantial profits,” one might expect politically liberal people to be receptive to critiques of pornography, but one would be very wrong.103 Rather than open-minded intellectual curiosity, in his experience, criticisms of pornography have been met with accusations that he is anti-sex, censorious, and aligned with the political right wing.104 The libertarian, liberal perspective seems to be that feminists should not attack pornography because social arch-conservatives attack pornography, and they cannot possibly have the correct view of this issue. Yet, if the harms of pornography to the people involved with producing it are substantial, pornography should be criticized. Even if the critique is highly persuasive, it seems unlikely that feminists are going to find much common ground with arch-conservatives on the issues of why pornography is harmful or how to mitigate those harms, much less embrace any sort of unified agenda in the future. The warped and constricted views of human sexuality held by right-wing fundamentalists may actually drive up demand for pornography, and preternaturally unhealthy varieties of pornography at that.

Right-wing religious fundamentalist cultural warriors do not evidence any particular driving passion to regulate pornography. Pornography’s widespread existence seems very useful to them culturally as a mechanism to illustrate the depravity of liberals. In

100.  See supra note 49.
101.  Snyder, supra note 49 (quoting Tristan Taormino).
102.  Id. (quoting Tristan Taormino).
104.  Id.
my view, right-wing religious fundamentalists rarely exhibit concern about the domination and degradation of women that infuses pornography. Their agenda actually appears to be very different: they want to shame and control all people by regulating sex and interpersonal relationships, and they want to persecute homosexuals, restrict access to contraceptives, ban abortions, and take away instruments of sexual pleasure, such as vibrators. I do not know a single feminist who wants to do these things.  

This feminist’s position against pornography is grounded in opposition to the abuse of women that occurs as a consequence of pornography production.

IV. RECORD KEEPING VERSUS ANONYMOUS SPEECH

Pornography in which any performer is under eighteen years of age is child pornography, and it is illegal. Prior to 1977, the law was silent as to the “age of consent” for performing in pornography, but in 1977, the statutory age was set at sixteen. It was only then that the term “child pornography” had a consistent statutory meaning. This was raised to age eighteen in 1984.

To facilitate law enforcement activities aimed at protecting children from sexual exploitation and other abuse, Congress passed a record keeping requirement, which states:

(a) Whoever produces any book, magazine, periodical, film, videotape, digital image, digitally- or computer-manipulated image of an actual human being, picture, or other matter which—

(1) contains one or more visual depictions made after November 1, 1990 of actual sexually explicit conduct; and

(2) is produced in whole or in part with materials which have been mailed or shipped in interstate or foreign commerce, or is shipped or transported or is intended for shipment or transportation in interstate or foreign commerce;

shall create and maintain individually identifiable records pertaining to every performer portrayed in such a visual depiction.

105. I realize there are people who define themselves as feminist who oppose abortion. There is plenty of room within feminism for women who would never have abortions themselves, and who would like to see abortions reduced by increasing sex ed and access to contraceptives, more generous welfare benefits for poor mothers, a better safety net for children born with serious health problems, etc. It is a desire to “ban” abortion unambiguously that I do think gets one ejected from the sisterhood.


107. Franke-Ruta, supra note 32.
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(b) Any person to whom subsection (a) applies shall, with respect to every performer portrayed in a visual depiction of actual sexually explicit conduct—

(1) ascertain, by examination of an identification document containing such information, the performer’s name and date of birth, and require the performer to provide such other indicia of his or her identity as may be prescribed by regulations;

(2) ascertain any name, other than the performer’s present and correct name, ever used by the performer including maiden name, alias, nickname, stage, or professional name; and

(3) record in the records required by subsection (a) the information required by paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection and such other identifying information as may be prescribed by regulation.

(c) Any person to whom subsection (a) applies shall maintain the records required by this section at his business premises, or at such other place as the Attorney General may by regulation prescribe and shall make such records available to the Attorney General for inspection at all reasonable times. 110

Thus, 18 U.S.C. § 2257 requires producers of commercially distributed111 pornography to verify the age of every performer, keep records about the performers’ identities, and make those records available to the government upon request. Noncommercially distributed pornography does not trigger these requirements.

While the names of the performers do not need to be affixed to the pornography, “a statement describing where the records required by this section with respect to all performers depicted in that copy of the matter may be located” does. 112 A sample compliance statement reads as follows:

18 U.S.C. § 2257 Compliance Statement:

All models appearing on this website were at least 18 years of age on the date of principal photography.

The records required pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2257 pertaining to this website and all materials depicted hereon, including the dates of production of all such materials, are on file with the Custodian of Records M.L. Levine at MLL, Inc. 2404 Wilshire Bl. # 10 D Los Angeles, CA. 90057.

Videotape 2257 notice:

All models appearing in this production were at least 18 years of age on the date of principal photography. The records required pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2257 pertaining to this production and all materials associated herewith are on


111. Cf. EFF: Bloggers FAQ—Adult Material, http://w2.eff.org/bloggers/lg/faq-adult.php (last visited Mar. 19, 2008) (noting that while the regulations imply that the record-keeping requirements only apply to commercial operations, the Department of Justice has “left wiggle-room, and it is still unclear if they intend to go after noncommercial websites”).

112. 18 U.S.C. § 2257(e)(1).
file with the Custodian of Records M.L. Levine at MLL, Inc. 2404 Wilshire Bl.
#10 D Los Angeles, CA. 90057.\textsuperscript{113}

In these statements, the names of the performers are not listed; only
the address of the required records is revealed, and that is all that is
required. Section 2257's applicability only to “commercially
distributed” pornography exempts non-revenue-seeking user-
generated pornography, an exception that may be laudable for
freedom of speech purposes, but is deeply problematic for the purpose
of protecting children, to the extent this is an efficacious approach to
doing so.

The records that pornographers are required to keep on file is
roughly commensurate with the information required to obtain a
copyright registration, the forms for which ask for names, contact
information, and even authors' dates of birth,\textsuperscript{114} except that 18 U.S.C.
§ 2257 requires identifying information about performers, while
copyright registration demands identifying information about authors
and copyright holders. Copyright registration is of course voluntary,
but is very useful, especially for works that are going to be
commercially distributed.\textsuperscript{115}

When considered through the prism of labor and employment
laws,\textsuperscript{116} immigration laws,\textsuperscript{117} and tax laws,\textsuperscript{118} the idea that a
contractor would have to ascertain and keep records about the people

\textsuperscript{113.} See The Official Nina Hartley Website, \textit{supra} note 98.

\textsuperscript{114.} See 17 U.S.C. § 409 (2000) ("The application for copyright registration shall be
made on a form prescribed by the Registrar of Copyrights and shall include (1) the name
and address of the copyright claimant."); see, e.g., U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, FORM TX
copyright application form for literary works that asks for the applicant’s name, date of
birth, and contact information). See generally U.S. Copyright Office, Copyright
links to copyright applications for registering various kinds of works).

\textsuperscript{115.} See Copyright Office Basics, Copyright Registration, http://www.copyright.gov/
circs/circ1.html#cr (last visited Mar. 19, 2008) (discussing the advantages that registration
offers copyright owners).

\textsuperscript{116.} See WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION, U.S. DEPT LABOR, FACT SHEET #21:
RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT (FLSA) (2007),
recordkeeping/handbook/index.html; U.S. Department of Labor, Recordkeeping,
http://www.dol.gov/compliance/topics/recordkeeping.htm (last visited Mar. 19, 2008); U.S.
Department of Labor, Youth & Labor, Recordkeeping, https://www.youth2work.gov/dol/

\textsuperscript{117.} U.S. Department of Labor, The Immigration and Nationality Act,
Recordkeeping, http://www.dol.gov/compliance/laws/comp-ina.htm#recordkeeping (last

article/0, id=98575,00.html (last visited Mar. 19, 2008).
who perform in an audiovisual work hardly seems surprising or untoward. Given the goal of impeding the production and distribution of child pornography, it hardly seems onerous or unreasonable, despite the strident protestations of one pornography trade group to the contrary.\footnote{See Free Speech Coalition, http://www.freespeechcoalition.com/FSCView.asp?action=preview&coid=137 (last visited Mar. 19, 2008).} As law professor Christine Hurt noted:

> Legitimate, legal businesses keep records. Every employer I ever had made a copy of my driver license and my social security card. The DOJ can call any legitimate business in the country and ask for proof of the age of its employees, and those employers can comply. Why? Because we have laws, such as child labor laws and tax laws where this information comes in handy. I guess the adult entertainment industry is uninterested in tax laws. How do they file W-2s if they have no actual name of performers? If you want the adult entertainment industry to be legal, then act like one.\footnote{Posting of Christine Hurt to Concurring Opinions, http://www.concurringopinions.com/archives/2006/02/recordkeeping_i.html (Feb. 13, 2006, 13:28 EST).}

Contrary claims sometimes rely on deception. For example, an article from \textit{Wired.com} inflammatorily entitled “Online Porn Dodges Major Bullet” raised the specter of stalking facilitation as follows:

> Adult performers fear their real names, addresses and ages will end up in the hands of countless webmasters who must now keep these records. “We deal with stalkers now,” said Bill Rust, webmaster of Arikaames.com, a soft-core site featuring his wife. “We’ve had people who join the site and try to track her down, send cakes and candies to her parents’ house.” Rust said he stopped providing the site’s content to hundreds of affiliates because he wasn’t willing to give out his wife’s personal information to comply with the new rules.\footnote{Randy Dotinga, \textit{Online Porn Dodges Major Bullet}, WIRED.COM, June 24, 2005, http://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/2005/06/67991.}

In non-polemic reality, the law does not require Rust to “give out his wife’s personal information.” It requires only that the address at which information about her name and date of birth are stored for possible inspection by government actors. Utilizing a storage address other than his wife’s home would effectively keep her address confidential.

The other trope raised about 18 U.S.C. § 2257 concerns the cost of compliance. In the same \textit{Wired.com} article, a pornographers’ attorney is quoted for the proposition that the government “doesn’t realize there are such things as 19-year-old (live web) cam girls sitting in a trailer with $200 in their bank accounts, going online solely to support their child. To require them to buy terabytes worth of storage puts down an impossible barrier between them and internet access.”\footnote{Id.} Yet why a poor teenager living in a trailer and doing
pornography solely to support her child would need to “buy terabytes worth of storage” to keep track of her own name and birth date, and how much (or little) that might actually cost, is unsurprisingly not estimated or explained. The lawyer’s purported concern for poor young women might be heartwarming if it seemed sincere, but instead the comments appear to be cynically instrumental.

The only pornographer who has been criminally prosecuted for 18 U.S.C. § 2257 violations to date is cultural pollutant Joe Francis, who controls the multimillion dollar Girls Gone Wild franchise, and was arrested after he repeatedly served underage girls alcohol and then filmed them engaging in sexually explicit acts. Notably, an article in The Nation polemically and deceptively painted this as some sort of unhinged obscenity prosecution by a right wing Christian who “tried unsuccessfully to force nude art-class models to wear bikinis.” The provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 2257 seem simple enough to comply with, and Francis certainly had every ability to do so. He merely seemed to find the prospect of filming under-aged women after plying them with alcohol irresistible.

The government has virtually ceased obscenity prosecutions with respect to pornography featuring adult performers. Even though many “respectable,” federal government–friendly corporations are deriving large amounts of money from the distribution of pornography, pornographers have asserted that this law is an effort to drive adult entertainment sites out of business under the ruse of fighting illegal child pornography. Like Joe Francis, perhaps they too would like to use performers under the age of eighteen. Barring this proclivity, the claim that the government is attempting to

123. I am indebted to Garance Franke-Ruta for this description of Francis. See Franke-Ruta, supra note 41.


126. See supra notes 89-96 and accompanying text.

127. See supra notes 27-29 and accompanying text.

interfere with the economically beneficial relationships between pornographers and large corporations such as AT&T, Yahoo!, General Motors, Comcast, Marriott, and Hilton seems absurd. Nevertheless, it has been advanced by the libertarian advocacy group EFF, which helped pornographers successfully challenge this law on freedom of speech grounds, in Connection Distributing Co. v. Keisler.

The Connection Distributing plaintiffs were described by the Sixth Circuit as people who wanted to publish sexually explicit photographs in “swingers” magazines, but neither wanted to create and maintain records required by 18 U.S.C. § 2257, nor to provide the publisher of the magazines with information that identified the people in the photographs. The government asserted that the recordkeeping requirements were aimed at conduct rather than speech—the pertinent conduct being child abuse. The court concluded that 18 U.S.C. § 2257 was overbroad because it impermissibly impacted what the court framed as a right to speak anonymously and imposed an unconstitutional burden on pornography in which only adults appeared.

There seems to be an underlying assumption by the courts that the people uploading amateur pornography are the same folks who are appearing in it. This is not necessarily the case. However, neither the government nor the courts appear to contemplate the possibility that some of the adults appearing in the relevant pornography might be appearing on the magazine’s pages involuntarily because they were coerced to pose or perform, were unaware of or opposed to having their sexually explicit photographs taken, or were opposed to having the photographs published and widely distributed. Judicial approaches privilege the rights of the people in physical possession of the photographs over the safety and well-being of the people who appear in them, whether they are minors or adults, and who unwillingly become permanent public spectacles.


130. 505 F.3d 545 (6th Cir. 2007) (remanding the case to the district court with instructions to find 18 U.S.C. § 2257 unconstitutionally broad and enter summary judgment for the plaintiffs), vacated, reh’g en banc granted No. 06-3822, 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 9032 (6th Cir. Apr. 10, 2008).

131. Id. at 550.

132. Id. at 556.

133. Id. at 566.

134. See, e.g., id. (failing to consider whether individuals appearing in “swingers” magazines did so voluntarily).
V. COPYRIGHT LAW AND PORNOGRAPHY

For much of this nation’s history, the government was unwilling to give its imprimatur to creative or innovation works that were deemed contrary to public morality. For example, the patentability of sex toys was once contestable, as the Patent and Trademark Office refused to issue patents for products or processes deemed immoral. Eventually, however, courts adopted the view that it did not make sense to have unelected patent examiners make decisions about the morality of inventions that could always be regulated or banned by acts of legislatures if they posed dangers to society.

135. This is still the case to some extent under trademark law. See Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1052 (2000), and associative jurisprudence.

136. See, e.g., Lowell v. Lewis, 15 F. Cas. 1018, 1019 (C.C.D. Mass. 1817) (No. 8568) (noting that “mischievous or immoral” inventions, including those intended “to promote debauchery,” could not satisfy patent law’s utility requirement and were therefore not patentable).

137. See generally RACHEL P. MAINES, THE TECHNOLOGY OF ORGASM: “HYSTERIA,” THE VIBRATOR, AND WOMEN’S SEXUAL SATISFACTION (Johns Hopkins Univ. Press 1999) (providing a history of the patentability of sex toys); Margo Bagley, Patent First, Ask Questions Later: Morality and Biotechnology in Patent Law, 45 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 469, 488-93 (2003) (discussing modern patent law, including the disappearance of the judicially created “moral utility requirement”); Thomas F. Cotter, Misuse, 44 Hous. L. Rev. 901 (2007) (“Similarly, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has largely confined the ‘moral utility’ doctrine, which at one time prevented the patenting of immoral or fraudulent inventions, to oblivion, see Juicy Whip, Inc. v. Orange Bang, Inc., 185 F.3d 1364, 1366-67 (Fed. Cir. 1999), though it may retain some vitality with respect to a small class of inventions the practice of which would violate fundamental public policy.”); Thomas A. Magnani, The Patentability of Human-Animal Chimeras, 14 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 443 (1999) (“Since 1977, at least one court appears to have rejected the moral utility doctrine outright. In Whistler Corp. v. Autotronics, Inc., a district court upheld a patent on a radar detector, rejecting claims that the device lacked moral utility because its sole purpose was to circumvent attempts to enforce the speed limit. In so doing, the court noted: ‘the matter is one for the legislatures of the states, or for the Congress, to decide. Stated another way, only two states have seen fit to prohibit such devices. Unless and until detectors are banned outright, or Congress acts to withdraw patent protection for them, radar detector patentees are entitled to the protection of the patent laws.’ Given the attitude of the district courts towards the moral utility requirement, one might assume that the requirement is now defunct. There are at least two reasons to believe it may be making a comeback, however. First, in a recent decision, Tol-o-Matic, Inc. v. Proma Produkt-Und Marketing Gesellschaft, the Federal Circuit declared that a patent on a rodless piston-cylinder was not invalid for lack of utility. In discussing the standard of utility under which the invention should be judged, the court noted that 35 U.S.C. § 101 ‘has been interpreted to exclude inventions deemed immoral.’ The court continued by quoting the Lowell opinion extensively. The willingness of the Federal Circuit to embrace such a controversial doctrine in a seemingly unnecessary situation (certainly the cylinder could not be thought of as immoral in any way) suggests that the court may be attempting to lay the groundwork for invoking the doctrine in the future. Second, the moral utility requirement should not be dismissed out of hand because it has been widely utilized in other countries, particularly in Europe.” (citations omitted)); Thomas W. McEnery, Fraudulent Material Is Entitled to
The legality of sex toys can be uncertain in some jurisdictions, however, and courts have declared laws restricting or banning them outright to be constitutional. In contrast, pornography has been construed as speech, and is therefore less readily controllable by government actors than are dildos or vibrators, as a matter of First Amendment principles.

Until 1979, copyright protection was effectively unavailable for pornography, though it was unambiguously available for other photographic and audiovisual works. Then, in Mitchell Brothers Film Group v. Cinema Adult Theater, the Fifth Circuit held that obscenity was not a defense to copyright infringement because nothing in the Copyright Act of 1909 precluded the copyrighting of obscene materials. The Fifth Circuit specifically used the term “obscenity” rather than “pornography,” and concluded that holding obscene materials copyrightable furthered the pro-creativity purposes of the Copyright Act and of congressional copyright power generally. The opinion waxes rhapsodic about the importance of “freedom to explore into the gray areas, to the cutting edge, and even beyond” without governmentally imposed restraints. It mentions nothing about the destructive impact that this “exploration” could potentially have upon actual human beings.

The Mitchell Brothers court also asserted that the First Amendment and copyright are “mutually supportive,” writing: “The financial incentive provided by copyright encourages the development and exchange of ideas which furthers the first amendment’s purpose of promoting the ‘exposition of ideas.’” The court linked this to a
right to reach an audience or readership that is economically facilitated by copyright protections.\(^{144}\)

What is fairly remarkable about the *Mitchell Brothers* case is the court’s enthusiastic support for increasing incentives for the production and distribution of pornography by declaring obscene works eligible for copyright protection, with little apparent concern for any negative consequences. Proper copyright jurisprudence usually requires weighing and balancing competing interests and concerns.\(^{145}\) After the *Mitchell Brothers* decision, courts agonized over whether copyright protections legitimately extended to works such as computer game interfaces, where any harm from an overly expansive construction of copyright was likely to be strictly economic in nature.\(^{146}\) Yet, the *Mitchell Brothers* court could not seem to recognize that there was any potential cost to society by affording copyright protection to pornographic works without reservation.

Three years later, in *Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy*,\(^{147}\) the Ninth Circuit adopted the *Mitchell Brothers* court’s reasoning unquestioningly, relying on an endorsement by *Nimmer on Copyright*, which it referred to as “the leading treatise on copyright.”\(^{148}\) Although *Mitchell Brothers* was the only case on point at that time, the *Jartech* court observed that “Nimmer . . . considers Mitchell Brothers to represent the prevailing view on this issue,”\(^{149}\) and apparently outsourced its analytical thinking about the topic to a copyright treatise.\(^{150}\)

Courts are not in complete accord on this issue. In 1998, Judge Martin of the Southern District of New York refused to grant a copyright infringement–grounded preliminary injunction or pretrial impoundment and seizure order for movies he believed to be obscene.\(^{151}\) Judge Martin concluded that, “[g]iven the clearly criminal nature of plaintiff's operations, it is self-evident that the Court should not use its equitable powers to come to the aid of plaintiffs and should

---

144. *Mitchell Bros. Film Group*, 604 F.2d at 858 n.8.
147. 666 F.2d 403 (9th Cir. 1982).
148. *Id.* at 406.
149. *Id.*
invoke the doctrine of clean hands and leave the parties where it finds them.” and he refused to commit the resources of the United States Marshal’s Service “to support the operation of plaintiff’s pornography business.”

However, in 2004, another federal judge in the same district reached a contrary conclusion in a similar case, *Nova Products, Inc. v. Kisma Video, Inc.* Judge Baer decided to follow *Mitchell Brothers*, writing:

> In its well-reasoned and scholarly opinion, the Fifth Circuit [in *Mitchell Brothers*] reviewed the history of the copyright legislation and found that all-inclusive language of the Copyright Act of 1909, 17 U.S.C. § 34 (1970) (repealed), which encompassed “all the writings of an author,” did not bespeak of an obscenity exception to copyright protection.

Like the Fifth Circuit, Judge Baer completely declined to consider any of the moral or social reasons that obscene works were not extended copyright protections from the time the first U.S. copyright law took effect in 1790 up until almost two hundred years later when the *Mitchell Brothers* case was decided.

Congress has never addressed this issue in legislative hearings, nor in any amendment to the Copyright Act. Copyright law scholars have not had much to say about pornography specifically either, even though many high-profile copyright cases involve pornographic content, including very early cases about Internet content distribution, such as *Playboy v. Frena* and *Playboy v. Webbwold*, much more recent cases about search engine liability, such as *Perfect 10 v. Google* and *Perfect 10 v. Amazon.com*, and various contemporary allegations of online reproduction rights infringement. Copyright suits by pornographers are likely to increase, as reportedly, “the ease of posting porn online is causing a panic among some adult film producers, who spend big budgets on big

---
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159. Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 487 F.3d 701 (9th Cir. 2007).
stars, only to have those posted and viewed for free, or only to see
viewers turn to free, amateur porn instead.”  

Because the Intellectual Property Clause of the U.S. Constitution authorizes copyright protections only to the extent that it promotes the progress of science and the useful arts, one might expect the copyrightability of pornography to be more controversial than it has been so far, given the incentives that copyrights provide and the government resources that are required to sustain the copyright legal regime. That both policy makers and legal scholars choose to ignore these issues gives pornography a privileged position with respect to more interrogated categories of created works, such as mainstream music and non-pornographic movies.

Though copyright protection was effectively unavailable for pornographic movies until 1979, people created and distributed pornographic works anyway, and presumably did so profitably. One consequence of initial judicial determinations that even obscene works were entitled to copyright protection may well have been to spark the production of more of them. Another likely effect was to incentivize even broader distribution of pornographic works because copyright protections offer mechanisms to profit from doing so. Paralleling the music industry in some ways, commercial pornography producers currently police free porn Web 2.0 sites, such as YouPorn, XTube, and PornoTube, for unauthorized uses of pornographic content they produced, and pursue piracy actions against accused infringers.  

Facilitating the enforcement of copyright-based limitations on distribution of pornography may have created incentives for increasing production of pornography, and that may have increased the harms associated with pornography production. However, no court addressing the copyrightability of pornography addressed this possibility.

VI. COPYRIGHT LAW 2.0: CONDITIONING REGISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT ON PROOF OF CONSENT

Until pornography took to the Internet in the 1990s, “adult content” providers did not often sue for infringement, possibly in part because they feared that neither judges nor juries would be inclined to treat them favorably, though there is little, or perhaps mixed, evidence that adult content has received a lesser level of copyright


163. Freeman, supra note 161.
protections than creative works that do not have sexual themes. Some pornographers may have preferred to avoid participation in the legal system altogether.

Recently, however, that has changed. Not only has Internet distribution facilitated extensive dissemination of pornography, but, in conjunction with the corporatization of pornography, it has also normalized pornographic content to the extent that copyright holders in digital works of pornography seek and obtain expansive copyright protections. The expansion of pornography markets is problematic because the production of pornography can inflict emotional or physical damages on living humans, and is also deeply linked to sex trafficking and slavery. The increased reliance on copyright protections by pornographers, however, potentially opens a window that brings light and air to production practices, and through which at least some coercive production practices can be monitored.

As noted above, copyrights in photographs are owned by the photographers, not their subjects. Legal control of the work is bestowed by statute upon the person holding the camera, or her employer. Copyright law is intentionally structured to prevent performers in any kind of audiovisual work from obtaining ownership interests in the copyrights of completed works in which they appear. Copyright’s work for hire doctrine vests ownership in employers and independent contractors who meet certain criteria that would likely apply to most pornography. Even if it did not, as a practical matter, any pornography performer trying to maintain some semblance of personal privacy would be unlikely to make a defensible claim to joint authorship of a pornographic work in open court. Whether people are willing subjects of pornographic works, or whether they have consented to commercial distribution of their images or performances, is not something with which copyright law is currently concerned. Absent an enforceable contract to the contrary, only the author has control over a copyrightable work.


165. See supra Part V; see also Burrows-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53 (1884) (holding that copyrights to photographs are owned by the photographer if the photographer exercised sufficient control over the subject of the photograph, such that the photograph embodies an “original intellectual conception” of the author).

The morality of acts of content creators has never been a consideration of statutory copyright law. As far as judges go, the *Mitchell Brothers* court wrote: “Because the private suit of the plaintiff in a copyright infringement action furthers the congressional goal of promoting creativity, the courts should not concern themselves with the moral worth of the plaintiff.”\(^\text{167}\) Those constructs, which we call “moral rights” in the context of copyright law, are concerned mainly with the rights of attribution and integrity.\(^\text{168}\) The attribution right is intended to ensure that the author of a work receives appropriate recognition. The right of integrity is supposed to make certain that the author’s artistic vision is unaltered. The entire focus is on treating the author in a principled way, but never on whether the author has behaved morally in the production or distribution of a creative work.

One of many unknowns in the realm of Internet pornography is how often people upload pictures and videos of themselves, as compared to content that features the images of other people.\(^\text{169}\) Copyright law, as currently written, is concerned only with the rights of the copyright holder, who is generally the author of the work, or someone who has licensed or purchased rights from the author. People who upload images of themselves, in which they personally hold copyrights, have some control, rooted in copyright law, over the use of these works. And it is hard to understand how individuals who affirmatively upload pictures of themselves engaging in sex acts can be particularly concerned with personal privacy. The change

\(^{167}\) Mitchell Bros. Film Group v. Cinema Adult Theater, 604 F.2d 852, 862 (5th Cir. 1979).


\(^{169}\) For example:

Police faced a difficult if not impossible task Thursday as they tried to stop the spread of pornographic video and photos of two high school girls, images that were transmitted by cell phone to dozens of the girls’ classmates and then to the wider world. District Attorney James B. Martin said at least 40 Parkland High School students believed to have received the images would not face prosecution as long as they show their phones to police by Tuesday to ensure the images have been erased. But students at the school said the distribution was far more widespread. “Most people got it and kept passing it along for fun to everyone in their phonebook,” said Jon Gabriel, 16, a junior who said he received and deleted the images. A state trooper was sent to the school Thursday and will return for two more days to ensure that images were erased from the cell phones of students whose parents got letters from prosecutors. The letter explained what had happened, set a deadline for erasing the images and asked the parents to sign consent forms. Martin said students who fail to comply by the deadline could be prosecuted in juvenile court for possession of child pornography.

suggested here would give power to the people depicted in pornography created by others in a way that could somewhat increase their autonomy and preserve their personal privacy. Using a copyright law framework that conditioned enforceability upon performer consent, they would be empowered to leverage copyright protections to curtail commercial distribution of works they appeared in as a consequence of coercion.

As with record keeping aimed at reducing child pornography, copyright-contingent record keeping intends to reduce coercion of pornography performers. The constitutionality of this approach would likely be contested by the same interest groups, primarily pornographers and the libertarian organizations they support financially, who object to 18 U.S.C. § 2257. However, it is important to recognize that, ordinarily, a speaker cannot effectively enforce her copyrights anonymously. Both the acts of registering a copyright and bringing an infringement suit require identification of the copyright holder. It is the non-copyright-holding performer whose ability to retain anonymity is potentially compromised, though no more so than is currently required by the demands of 18 U.S.C. § 2257.

Using copyright to address coercion and consensuality issues would enhance the effective privacy of involuntary “performers.” Pornography is not just representation; it is a record of an actual event. In many cases, it is a record of a crime being committed. Rapes and other violent bodily offenses are videotaped and marketed as voluntary pornography, and many performers may appear on camera as a consequence of some form of deception or coercion. Even

170. This may slightly burden anonymous speech to the extent that having to identify the people who appear in pornography to assure their well-being is legitimately considered burdensome.
171. See supra note 114 and accompanying text.
172. For example:
The U.S. Capitol police officer accused in a child sex and porn case took the stand Wednesday, as did his alleged victim. Sgt. Michael Malloy, 35, was charged in connection with videotaped sexual encounters of a minor. Because the victim is 16 years old, her initials were used instead of her name in court. The girl testified that when she was 14 and shortly after her 15th birthday she had sex with Malloy and another man in the basement of Malloy’s Charles County home. She said that on at least one occasion, the sexual activity was videotaped.

Girl Testifies in Capitol Police Officer Child Porn Trial, NBC4.COM, Sept. 19, 2007, http://www.nbc4.com/news/14153675/detail.html; see also Posting of Ann Bartow to Feminist Law Professors, http://feministlawprofs.law.sc.edu/?p=1409 (Jan. 17, 2007, 19:12 EST) (”A man kidnapped his wife, raped and tortured her and then hung her from a tree to film a two-hour bondage porn video, authorities said Tuesday. The 30-year-old man was charged with aggravated assault and battery, sexual battery, kidnapping and false imprisonment. He was being held in the Brevard County Jail Tuesday on a $3 million bond.”).
when the sexual acts were performed voluntarily, the performers may not have known that they were being recorded or may have believed that any audiovisual works that were produced would remain private. There is an active harm that is done to performers when pornographers distribute and exploit their sexually explicit images without expressed consent.\textsuperscript{173} Precluding pornographers from asserting copyrights in works for which the consensuality of the performers cannot be demonstrated may reduce incidents of this type of wrong. It might require some negotiation to impose this in a way that does not interfere with our compliance with international copyright treaties,\textsuperscript{174} but surely it is important enough that other treaty signatories may be persuaded that the issue is necessary.

VII. CONCLUSION

The production of pornography using living human beings is essentially unregulated. In consequence, pornography performers are exposed to substantial risks, ranging from violence and disease to not being paid for their work. Any attempts to regulate pornography on site or via employment law precepts are vociferously opposed as infringements upon free speech.

Large corporations reap significant profits from the production and sale of pornography and increasingly have turned to the copyright infrastructure to “protect” pornographic content. In part, this is a response to copying and unauthorized distribution by the “user generators” of Web 2.0. Some user-generators are producing their own pornography, and many of these “amateurs” are attempting to monetize these productions themselves. They can also be expected to use copyright law as a tool to facilitate these efforts.

The morality and social utility of using the copyright laws to incentivize the creation and consumption of pornography remains largely uninterrogated by legal scholars. The vulnerability to abuse of pornography performers compels consideration of multiple approaches to reduce risk, including altering the copyright framework.

Copyright law could be reconfigured to alter incentives related to current pornography creation and distribution patterns. The ability to register and enforce copyrights on pornographic works could be linked to compliance with a regulatory scheme intended to promote the safety and well-being of everyone connected with the works’

\textsuperscript{173} See MacKinnon, \textit{supra} note 83.
production and commercial exploitation. It is true that works for which copyright protection is not functionally available may be more broadly disseminated than copyrighted works, and I am not under any illusion that denying copyright protection would substantially curtail coercion in the production of pornography, but at least some of the time doing so might make it less profitable.

In an essay entitled “Iraq’s War Porn,” David Swanson wrote:

Here is a U.S. soldier posing with two Iraqi boys. They are all giving a thumbs-up signal, and one of the boys is holding a sign he is surely incapable of understanding that says: “Lcpl Boudreaux killed my dad then he knocked up my sister!” With some images from this war, we cannot know if, or to what extent, they were posed. This one, however, is clearly a performance and we are the audience. We are supposed to laugh.

And, in a sense, the sign in this photo is certainly true. At least some U.S. soldiers have evidently become so accustomed to killing and torturing that it dominates their thinking. What dominates your thinking, what concerns you, often comes out in humor. It is quite likely that the soldier in this photo has not murdered or raped anyone, but perhaps he has seen such things done by others. Given the nature of our war in Iraq, though, it is entirely possible that he has committed such acts.

Think about the images from Abu Ghraib. Here’s one to remind you, one you may not have seen before.

The question we should ask ourselves is not just why our soldiers tortured this man, but why someone took a photo of it. How had such acts become behavior to take pride in, to record as keepsakes? And are a few bad apples really capable of creating such conditions?

A photograph presupposes an audience, someone to enjoy or appreciate it. Here’s an image of a young female prisoner in Abu Ghraib raising her shirt as she was certainly forced to do.

Making copyright enforcement of pornography conditional upon a showing that performers’ participation was voluntary would embed some concern for pornography’s victims into Copyright Law 2.0.

As the quantity of user-generated pornography on the Internet increases, some portion is likely to be assimilated into corporate business models. Building mechanisms for combating coercion into the pornographic components of Web 2.0 is an appropriate activity for Congress to undertake, and a necessary precursor to healthy online expressions of sexuality by user-generators.